linden series

technical bulletin

vortex sour

TM

santec

laundry sour

the clean advantage

TM

linden series combines high-performance with formulations that preserve

the soft feel and fresh scent to all fabrics. High tech solutions to common spot and
stain problems allow you to get the most use possible from your linens and fabrics.

Vortex Sour

is a concentrated liquid sour consisting of a blend of
non-corrosive organic acids for the final rinse in the wash cycle to eliminate residual
alkalinity. It prevents discoloration and weakening of washed textiles while bringing
fabric pH to proper level for safe contact with skin. It is especially useful for tunnel
washers where it extends the life of the stainless steel parts.

features

environmentally preferred

green cove

Extends life on parts of tunnel washers while being
just as effective as conventional sours.
Concentrated active product that totally neutralizes
residual alkalinity in the wash load.
Cuts rinse water requirements.
Helps prevent and remove rust stains, removes
residual alkalinity, and dissolves hard water deposits
on fabric - thereby preventing fabric yellowing, graying
and weakening.
Can be used on white and colored cottons, polyester, woolens and rayons.
Compatible with fabric softeners, anti-chlors and
starches.

TM

Biodegradable
Non-Toxic
Phosphorous free

This product meets our Green Cove standard.
Environmentally Preferred Green Cove products reflect our commitment to protect the environment, operate in a sustainable fashion and
deliver products that make a difference for our
planet and our customers every day.

product specifications
Physical Description

Clear, liquid

Viscosity

Water Thin

Color

Colorless

Flashpoint

None

Fragrance

Mild, faint sugary scent

Weight per Gallon

9.3 lb / gal

pH

1.0 - 1.2

Storage Stability

1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

None

optimal applications
Commercial laundries, hotels, motels, health care
facilities, nursing homes, and restaurants.
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